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A REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR TIME-SCALE FUNCTIONALS 
M.J. LEITMAN, Cleveland 
In this note we establish a representation for a class 
of nonlinear maps on a function space into a space of set 
functions. Our work is closely related to the investigations 
of MARTIN and MIZEL 17] and MIZEL and SUNDARESAN 18J. As a 
corollary, this representation provides a characterization 
of certain maps, called time-scale functionals, which are of 
interest in the study of hereditary thermo-mechanical ef-
fects. For the role of time-scale functionals in the study 
of thermorheoiogically simple materials refer to [2,3,4,9, 
103. We restrict ourselves here to a mathematical formulati-
on. 
We write % for the real line and A4* for the non-ne-
gative real line. Let P denote the collection of all in-
tervals of the form E<t,ir) -» -?>*> e A4*; a, * A> -< Jb> 3 , 
where 0 & cu & Jbr <*z co , and let R denote the collec-
tion of all finite unions of intervals in P . The collection 
K is precisely the ring of sets in %* generated by the 
semi-ring P . For any set (Left, and & e % we wri-
t« CL — 0 for the set <(.k-G)m3l;beGL'i -
AMS, Primary: 28A10, 46N05 Ref.2. 7.518.117* 
7*97.004 
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The LEBESGUE measure (length) of a set CL m R will be 
denoted by I CL I . By a history we mean an essentially 
bounded LEBESGUE measurable function f % A4" —> A . The 
vector space of all histories is denoted by # , The cha-
racteristic function of a set CL <= A * is a history 
which we denote by ^ « For a history £ and a non-
negative real number & , define a new hietdry £# by 
£ r (*>) » £ C* 4- er) , ,*> c A"*" . 
For any 0 e A , we write 0"*" to denote the constant 
ĥ atpry with j ^ \ m Q 
9 Ch) m 9 , /be A4* . 
Here the term almost everywhere means except for a set of 
LEBESGUE measure zerpo See 151 for set- and measure-theore-
tical terminology* 
Throughout this note we ar% concerned with a map 
£ I —-> <a,f which assigns to each hiatory £ € 3lP a non-
negative set function <af defined and additive on the 
ring Jl . We call such a map: 
local if, and only if, for each CL e K 
iWf (d) m ^^(CL) , 
whenever £%,* «r ***ta almost everywhere j 
translation invariant if, and only if, for each CL e R 
and 6 e A4, 
<af C &) - ^ C d - # ) 
provided & is such that CL~GeX (Strictly speaking, we 
define here only lef'fr tranalation invariance, aince this is 
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sufficient for our purpose. The r6le of translation invari-
ance in the investigation of hereditary phenomenae has been 
considered in some detail by COIEMAN and MIZEL £1J and 
LEITMAN and Mizel CGI j 
continuous if, and only if, for each GL e K 
rtt^ Cd) —• (tCf (d) 
as /it -y (» , whenever f^ —• f as »u -> a? boundedly »al-
most everywhere; and 
non-vanishing if, and only if, there is no history f € 
€ dt such that (Cf vanishes on & 
For such maps we have the following 
Representation theorem. A map £ I—> (t^ which is local. 
translation invariant, and continuous is completely characte-
rized by a uniquely determined non-negative continuous func-
tion 9? PJB % . This characterization is realized through the 
formula 
( * ) (Lf ca)-.- / 9 « a » < t A . , 
where £ e 38 and Q, e H . Furthermore, the given map is non-
va^ifhjnK if»qnd only if, p j§, positive, m & • 
Proof. Let 9? be a non-negative continuous function on 
SO • Then for each history f e dt , the formula (* ) certain-
ly defines a non-negative additive set function ̂  on & . 
The map f I—* (L$ thus defined is easily seen to be local 
arid translation invariant. That it is also continuous follows 
from LEBESGUE's dominated convergence theorem. 
Conversely, let the map £ I—* (c^ be local, transla-
tion invariant, and continuous. Then there is a non-negative 
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continuous function g? on St such that 
(LQ+C&) - 9>C9) | (LI 
for every 9 e ft and d 6 H • Since it suffices to ve-
rify this assertion for intervals CL e ? , we let G, a* 
s Ca*,ir) , where 0 «*& a -£ Jfr* <r A? . This translation in-
var iance of the map 6* I—* ttĉ + and the fact that 
9* =2 9 + together imply 
(Lpita,,*)* m (Le+<tQ7!lr-a,)\ 
or, equivalent^, 
itc^Cd) * ft^+fr 0,10,1)) • 
Suppose that 10/1 is rational. Then by repeated use of the 
previous argument and the additivity of (u-̂ + it follows 
that 
<u.a+aO, ICU)) - fCefCt074)) 10/1 -
But this formula holds for all & c P - Indeed, if 10/1 is 
not rational, choose an increasing (positive) rational se-
quence fc^J and a decreasing rational sequence fd,^! such 
that each has limit \0u I . From the monotonicity of the set 
function (bA+ we conclude 
f - 9 *t -A'>><W-(*e+< - -
i .<W J > * ^9*U0, 10,1 » 
for each tn , Hence, let t ing /ft —* *» , w e obtain 
(*«•<£ 0, 4 » KM* ^ t ( L O , l ( b n ) ^ ^ + C r o , 4 ) ) IO/1 . 
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Thus, for any set & e T y we have shown that 
(i$tCCl) ** <i0 + C£O,O) I CM . 
Now define g? on % by 
The function qp is clearly non-negative. To see that it 
is also continuous, observe that 0*—» 0 + as m-+ cQ im-
plies 0^ —> 6 aa nv -* co boundedly almost everywhe-
re. Hence, the continuity of the map 9 I—* fi-̂ t implies 
that ipCfi^) —• g?C0) as *n, —> co . The assertion is ve-
rified. 
Let it be a history which is simple with respect to 
X • that is, Jh, may be written as the finite sum 
N 
Jh, * #5l d± %&,. 
* r-f 
where id* J is a collection of N real numbers and i Qj. \ 
is a collection of N mutually disjoint sets in J£ . The 
local property of the map { I—• (if together with the 
additivity of ft^ implies 
N N 
M^i(h) m 2 g > C 8 J I Q / 0 a J + a>C0)IQ/~.U Cb.\ , 
for each 0/ c X. . For any history £ there can be found a 
sequence of histories { i } y each simple with respect to 
X , such that f^ —*- £ as .u -v oo boundedly almost 
everywhere. Moreover, for each simple £#, we already have 
'/TV Qf 
for every 0/ c X . The continuity of the function g? and 
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the continuity of the map f I—* (Ct̂  together with LEBES-
GUE's dominated convergence theorem then imply 
ЛtrCÛ/)* 8лm> ЛL4 C û / ) s Jlinn, f g> C£^(Ą>)) CLЪ « 1 r <ti-*юo ч >L л-łл v ^ 
f .&m, q> CiL (*>))dfi> & f <p(£ (*)) d* , 
for every d e l l , The function <p is clearly uniquely de-
termined and the characterization is established* 
Finally, it follows from the definition of p> that 
the map f I—* fc^ is non-vanishing if and only if y is 
positive. The Representation Theorem is proved. 
Remark 1. For each history £ , the set function <̂ .p 
on Jl is seen to be absolutely continuous with respect to 
LEBESGUE measure* Hence, (a* is countably additive on X 
and, by classical arguments, possesses"a unique extension 
to a BOREL measure on %* 
Remark 2. It may be shown directly that a local map 
£ I—y {4f haa a separate additivity property closely rela-
ted to that considered by MARTIN and MIZEL £73- for each 
set d e l , 
<af CO,) + ^ C Q / ) - ^ ^ C d ) . pj. (d) , 
whenever .1 and J& are histories with separate support in 
0/ • that is, .£&*.= 0 almost everywhere. 
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Remark 3. If, at the outset, the set functions (it̂  we-
re assumed to be real-valued and countably additive on X , 
then our results carry over to signed measures, with the ob-
vious modifications. We thank Professor V.J. MIZEL for this 
observation. 
In order to explore one of the consequences of the Re-
presentation Theorem, let £ I—* p , * be local, translation 
invariant, continuous, and non-vanishing. For each history 
f y define a function ^ on Jt
+ by 
(**) Sff(p • (ftf (C0,p) 
s f <p(£(A>))dA> , |eft+ . 
The function Jf^ is a monotone increasing map of ft* onto 
3t+ . To see this, observe that, since <p is positive, Sff 
is continuous and monotone increasing on Jt4" . Let c^ be 
the essential supremum of if I on ft*. Since jp is positi-
ve and continuous on C-c* , c^ 1 c St it attains a positi-
ve minimum and maximum, say, nm^ and }H^ on this interval. 
But then 
imi I *& tff <p * Hrf 
for all J c & + , so that <$^ maps ft* onto & + . 
By direct computation, the map £ \—* *S^ can be shown 
to reflect the properties of the map £ 1—* tjĉ  • Thus, the 
map £ \—• $f satisfies: 
(i) (local) for each $ e & + , 
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whenever £^t0 p a *^3tco f> »l»ost everywhere; 
(ii) (continuous) for each J e & * , 
V<JV-> V P 
as m, -> a> whenever £tfV —• •£ as m. ~+ co boundedly al-
most everywhere; and 
(iii) (additive) for each J c &"*" and €T e %* , 
5f fCj4-0> ~Sff C p + ^ f y C p . 
A time-scale functional (See introductory remarks.) is 
a map £\~± tf- which assigns to each history £ e. 9t a 
monotone increasing map Sf- of &+ onto 3V* . 
The Representation Theorem has the following 
Corollary. A time-scale functional may be characterized 
by a uniouelv determined positive continuous function qp ©j| 
& through formula (**) if and only if n it is local, conti-
nuous, and additive (properties (i) - (iii)). 
This conclusion follows from the Representation Theorem 
upon observing that a time-scale functional £ I—* iff indu-
ces a (non-vanishing) map £ I—• (t^ according to 
<af aa,,4r» « ^ Or) - Sf^Ca,) , 
where ( tg cu «S A* < 00 * Furthermore, the properties (i), 
(ii)f and (iii), defined for £ I—•* ^ , are equivalent to 
locality, continuity, and translation invariance defined for 
£ I—• (u-̂  . That (i) is equivalent to locality and (ii) is 
equivalent to continuity is obvious* Finally, to see that 
(iii) implies translation invariance, let O^tf^o/jSir^ 00 • 
Then 
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** y f ( ( # - 6 0 + 6 ' ) - ^CCa-6*)+6- ) 
« y f (0)4- STf Cjer-er)~ SJttO- ^ fa-e) 
« 9f (jr- <8) - Sr\ («, - e ) 
6' Te* 
» <ttf C C a - 0 , ' i r - 6 ' ) ) . 
Conversely, property (iii) can be deduced from translation 
invariance by setting & .= Q, and reversing the previous 
argument. 
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